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In this book M. David Litwa addresses a very interesting and yet controversial subject: the 
idea of deification in Paul’s soteriology. Litwa breaks his book down into three parts, with 
an introduction at the beginning. In his introduction Litwa begins by addressing the idea 
and history of deification in Pauline research and then treats a number of issues related to 
deification, such as Hellenistic religion and the work of other scholars who have 
addressed this topic. Litwa prepares the reader with a working definition and clarification 
of deification that will form the basis for his main thesis.  

Deification, Litwa argues, was a “native category” that was “pervasive in Paul’s culture” 
(5) and that was grounded in his Greco-Roman culture (29). According to Litwa, Pauline 
deification rests primarily in the participation of Christian believers with God: Jesus 
Christ (32, 56, 161). Particular attention is given to the conformation of Christian 
believers to Christ at the eschaton, when they receive, in Litwa’s view, pneumatic bodies. 
Litwa is careful to note that deification does not mean “fusion with the Godhead”; such a 
view “is rightly discarded” (26). Deification, according to Litwa, is “the participation in 
the divine identity of (a particular) God,” and this God in the Pauline corpus is Christ (32, 
212). This participation is “a moral and corporeal assimilation to the God Christ” (85). 
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In the first part (chs. 1–3) Litwa addresses the context of deification in Paul by defining 
what a god is. He examines this idea through the lenses of Greco-Roman religion by 
treating the concepts of power, divinity, and kingship. He also treats the ancient Jewish 
concepts of divinity in regard to Adam as the “image of God,” the Davidic king as “God” 
(Ps 45:6), God’s son (Ps 2:7), “Mighty God” (Isa 9:6), and the angels as “sons of God,” 
among others categories. Litwa then addresses the subject of Paul’s own understanding of 
divinity. A full treatment of the vocabulary of deification is also undertaken by Litwa. 

In the second part (chs. 4–7) Litwa addresses the subject of sharing the divine identity by 
examining in particular Paul’s treatment of the union of Christian believers with Christ. 
Here Litwa investigates the idea of the divine corporeality and pneumatic bodies that 
Christians will receive at the parousia. He examines Paul’s treatment of the resurrection 
in 1 Cor 15 and Phil 3:20–21 and compares the description of the resurrection bodies of 
Christian believers with that of the bodies of the gods described in Greco-Roman 
literature. One common feature Litwa sees is the nature of the luminous bodies of the 
gods and the body of glory that Christian believers will have. He also examines the 
appearances of YHWH in the Old Testament, where he appears in the form of a man on 
the throne (Ezek 1:26–28). According to Paul, Litwa argues, the bodies of Christian 
believers will be made like the body of Christ, which Litwa sees as a “body of pneuma” 
(127).  

Litwa also treats the concept of celestial immortality or “asterification,” becoming a star, 
which was a belief held by the ancients as a form of deification. This was believed to be 
the case with Julius Caesar in his postmortem state, where he became a star (144). The 
association of the stars with the righteous is also treated in regard to biblical texts (Dan 
12:2) and Second Temple Jewish literature such as 1 Enoch, among others. It is specifically 
in celestial immortality that Litwa sees deification enunciated in Paul. An important 
element in Pauline deification, according to Litwa, is the cosmic rule of the saints with 
Christ. This concept is seen in the Pauline language of Christian believers being “co-
heirs” with Christ, having an equal measure of Christ’s divine ownership of the world 
(189). The future role of Christian believers as being able to judge angels is seen as a 
divine function. This sharing in Christ’s divine identity in terms of ruling and judging, 
among other things, is what Litwa calls “a Pauline version of deification” (189). Paul 
views Christians as destined to rule with Christ even over angels and even now to be in a 
state of warfare against the opposing evil forces, which is part of Paul’s “myth of battling 
Gods” (176). In addition to the corporeal conformation of Christian believers to Christ, 
Litwa also sees a moral conformation or transformation to Christ, and in this regard there 
is a true imitatio Christi. 
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The third part of his book (chs. 8–9) addresses the challenges of monotheism and divine 
transcendence, which Litwa anticipates as criticisms against his thesis. Litwa rejects the 
idea of a rigorous and exclusive monotheism in the first century. He traces the origin of 
the word monotheism to Henry More in the seventeenth century (231). Litwa feels this 
does not represent the evidence found in the first-century time period and the period 
before. Litwa feels that, while YHWH was unique in the Old Testament, he was not alone 
or the only God but rather that there existed “multiple divinities” (239). The unity of 
YHWH is seen in terms of his supreme rulership over all things so that the oneness of 
God becomes closely associated with his kingship.  

Litwa also distinguishes between the primal deity, who for Paul was God “the Father,” 
and the mediate deity, who was “Christ” (256–57). While the primal deity always remains 
unique and transcendent, the mediate deity can share his divinity with his own, in this 
case Christian believers. Litwa also addresses the subject of creatio ex nihio, rejects it as a 
biblical teaching, and traces it rather to a philosophical doctrine. Litwa does not see the 
idea of transcendence as counter to his view of Pauline deification. Litwa sees deification 
as participating only in the shareable aspects of the divine identity, such as immortality 
and ruling, not a participation in the unshareable aspects, such as the power to create 
physical worlds. Deification is not a full but only a “partial overlap with the divine 
identity,” and it is about “participation in, not a complete overlap or fusion with God’s 
nature” (262).  

The conclusion summarizes all the arguments presented. Litwa argues that he has tried to 
avoid reading modern theological conventions and terminology back into Paul’s writings. 
Litwa is convinced that, if one reads Paul objectively, one will come to the conclusion that 
Paul did hold to a form of deification. Litwa sees Paul’s paradigm of participation in 
Christ as participation in what deity is, and in this case he believes Christian believers can 
be deities. If they participate in deity, they can be classed, in Litwa’s words, with deity 
(298).  

One question, however, seems to arise. If Paul believed Christian believers could be 
deities by their participation in the God Christ, why is it that Paul never once calls 
Christian believers theoi “gods”? The plural theoi “gods” appears only twice in the Pauline 
corpus (1 Cor 8:5; Gal 4:8), and both refer to pagan gods in contrast to the true God 
whom Pauline Christians worship. Paul had the grammatical apparatus in hand to make 
this clear identification, yet it seems to me he does not. Litwa readily acknowledges that 
many may not accept his argument for a Pauline version of deification, but he believes he 
has made a good case (299). Litwa has presented a very well researched book. He engages 
various genres of literature from the ancient world, including the biblical texts, and 
argues cogently for his thesis. Whether one comes to the same conclusion or disagrees 
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with Litwa’s thesis is beside the point. This book is worth reading and will be sure to pose 
a challenge to those who are investigating the subject of deification in the ancient world. 


